X-ray measurements on single-crystals of Rbi (NH4)"H2PO4 trace the development of a glasslike state. The absence of macroscopic crystal-symmetry change during freezing is confirmed"while diffuse scattering reveals the growth of very-short-range order. The latter coincides with a compressibility anornaly seen in Brillouin scattering and with dielectric effects suggesting freezing. The system is in many ways analogous to spin-glasses.
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The elusive nature of the spin-glass state relates to our experimental inability to directly measure the spin-glass order parameter and its spatial correlations. The difficulty resides in the fact that long-range replica-symmetry breaking has, especially in magnetic systems, at most, indirect structural consequences. ' Hence there has been a renewed in- Fig. 1(b) ]. Below -50 K, the volume actually increases as the temperature is lowered.
Crystals of the KH2PO4 (KDP) family expand upon proton ordering, 9 asymmetric H bonds being longer than symmetric ones. ' Hence, the excess volume confirms a progressive asymmetrization of the bonds, in agreement with birefringence and dielectric indications for the onset of local freezing around 100 K, '" Note that the ultimate low-temperature value hvjv=0. 43x10 ' is of the same order as typical volume jumps on ordering. (AO/) and T. Their intensity grows approximately together with the volume anomaly Av of Fig.  1(b) , but remains weak. In Fig. 2 (Fig. 3) .
X-fay measurements cannot decide whether the shortrange order is static or dynamic, but a quasistatic component seems likely for this random system. In this case, frozen glass clusters could extend over distances much beyond the correlation length of the ordered regions, and the appreciable long-range striction illustrated in Fig. 1 can bc an important coUpllng mechanism.
It ls interesting to note that a peculiar polarization noise has been observed upon field cooling in the region T -60 to 40 K. This corrresponds to the temperature region in which 5~is changing rapidly.
To examine this region further we cllcckcd tllc The error bars correspond to one standard deviation and the line is a guide to the eye which interestingly extrapolates to zero near the onset of freezing at -100 K. Inset: a possible strain pattern leading to satellites. The dots designate the undistorted configuration and the lines a distorted one.
line and in 90' scattering geometry. They were complemented by a determination of the T dependence of the refractive indices, so that all elastic constants C"" could be extracted " C is shown in Fig. 4 
